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Today The relationship between geometric
and abstract simplicial complexes

Review

Det Anlabetract simplicial complex is a set4 of
non empty finitesets such that if o cX and c co is
non empty then TEX

If GEX and lots KH then 0 is called
a K simplex or a simplex of dimension
K Abs

q eetg AbstractsimpliciComplexes

Geo

For X a geometric simplicial complex we
defined an abstract simplicial complex
Abstx

Given a geometric simplex 04127 let
corners o denote the set of its corners
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Then AbsG corners o Ot X
Kren are Abstractto a Geometric simplicial Complet

Det For X an abstract simplicial complex let 0

be called the Verte set of X

Let X be a finite abstract simplicial complex
Write the vertex setof X as Xi Xm choosing theorder

arbitrarily
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we define on
its entry
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This is a collection of
simplices in 1123

Note Often we can find a geometric simplicial
complex isomorphic to GeoCt and living in a

lower dimensional space

For instance for X as in the last example
the geometric simplicial complex in 1122 shown below
is isomorphic to Geo X



L
Definite If X is a finite abstract simplicial
complex then we can define the geometric realization
of X denoted IN by 1 1 16 1

union of all the
simplices inNote that Hl is a topological space x

Ab gqtmpb mp Top.Spacef

For instance in the previous example 181 is
the blue V shown in the figure
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Interpretationofgeometric realization of an
abstract simplicial complex in terms of gluing simplices
For most abstract simp complexes X HI is hard
to visualize directly so the following characterization
can be helpful for intuition

Given an abstract simplicial complexX 141 is constructed as follows
We start with a discrete set
with one point for each 0 simplex into
For each 1 simplex we glue in a line segment
For each 2 simplex we glue in a triangle

Ltc
This characterization of It I can be made
formal of course but we won't bother withthat

Example
here
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Definition An abstract simplicial complex of
dimension at most 1 is called an undirected

graph

NoteThis definition is equivalent to the standard
definition of a graph that we saw inTDA

RemadeOur definition of geometric realization
of abstract simplicial complexes extends without
difficulty to the case where X has an infinite
number of simplices

Oneway to carry out this extension would be
to define geometric simplicial complexes for possibly
infinite dimensional rector spaces There is no

difficulty in this
finite

Facet For any geometric simplicial complex 4
Geo AbsCX is isomorphic to X

Moreover we can define a notion of isomorphism
between abstract simplicial complexes and we alsofinite
have that for any1 abstract simplicial compleo X
Hbs Geo X is isomorphic to X
In this sense Abs and Geo are inverses



Simplicial maps In what follows all simplicial complexes willbe
abstract

Recall our notation that Vlk denotes the vertex set
of a simplicial complex X

Let X and Y be simplical complexes

A simplicial map f X Y is a function f VA KY


